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Good Characters now offers free USA and 
worldwide shipping on all orders.

FREE WORLDWIDE SHIPPING
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We’re going to mail a limited number of 
holiday cards this year. If you’re a Good 
Characters fan and care about receiving one, 

HOLIDAY CARDS
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just contact us with “I want it!” You may also 
include a part or your mailing address so we 
can be sure we still have your correct address.
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One of the theme colors for October is pink. 
We don’t print pink slips, but we can laser 
engrave on many classy pink trinkets your best 

PINK
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customers can appreciate! There is no single 

Chinese character that means pink. Pink is 粉

紅 (fěn hóng), literally powder red.
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This month we started #agoodcharacteraday 
on our Instagram and Facebook Page.

A GOOD CHARACTER A DAY
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There are positive, neutral, and negative 
characters. Should we do 
#goodcharacterinthemorning and 
#badcharacteratnight?
 
A Good Character A Day Keeps Writer’s 
Block Away:

 1) 信 (xìn, pronounced sseen) faith, trust, 

true, message, sign, letter

People (⺅亻) ought to keep their word (⾔言).

People (⺅亻) trust (信) you because you 

keep your word (⾔言).
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2) 狂 (kuáng, pronounced kwahng) crazy, 

mad, wild, violent, unrestrained

An animal (⺨犭) king (王) can be crazy or 

wild (狂).

3) 戰 (zhàn, pronounced jahn) war, battle, 

fight

We will keep fighting (戰) even if we only 

have one man (單) left with his arm/weapon 

(⼽戈).

4) 能 (néng, pronounced nuung) can, able, 

capable, capability, ability, energy
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You can do it! You are able! Is it a big stretch 

to say 能 looks like a (ㄙ) or A (⽉月) and B 

(two 匕 stacked like B that has two circles 

stacked) thus ABle? Maybe it’s not!

5) 勝 (shèng, pronounced shuhng) win, 

victory, success, victorious

6) ⾏行行 (xíng, pronounced sseeng) 

competent, capable, behavior, conduct
You can do it!

7) 忠 (zhōng, pronounced joong) loyal, 

faithful, devoted, staunch

8) 義 (yì, pronounced yee) righteousness, 

justice, just
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Righteousness (義) is not of me (我), but I 

have it when I lift up the lamb (⽺羊).

9) 勇 (yǒng, pronounced yoong) brave, 

courageous, valiant

10) 仁 (rén, pronounced wren) 

benevolence, humanity

A benevolent (仁) person (⼈人, in the 

Chinese radical form:⺅亻) is humble and lets 

others take first place, placing self second (⼆二).

11) 誠 (chéng, pronounced chahng) 

honest, sincere
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Being honest or sincere (誠) means 

everything you said (⾔言) was true or will be 

accomplished (成).

12) 譽 (yù, pronounced yuu) reputation, 

renown, fame, praise

When you lift (舉) someone or something 

not with a hand (⼿手) but with words (⾔言), you 

are praising (譽) them.

13) 禮 (lǐ, pronounced lee) ceremony, gift, 

ritual, rite, courtesy, manners, politeness, 
civility
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A ritual (禮) usually involves the showing 

(⽰示, the Chinese radical form⺭礻) of 

ceremonial objects (豊).

14) 耳 (ěr, pronounced ur) ear

耳 is a pictograph in the shape of an ear. It’s 

also a Chinese radical. When you see a 

Chinese character with 耳 in it, you can guess 

that it has something to do with hearing.

15) ⼝口 (kǒu, pronounced koh) mouth, 

opening, spoken

⼝口 is a pictograph in the shape of a mouth. 

It’s also a Chinese radical. When you see a 
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Chinese character with ⼝口 in it, you can guess 

that it has something to do with mouth or 
sound.

16) 王 (wáng, pronounced wahng) king

王 has one vertical line that connects three 

horizontal lines. The idea might be that a king 
is the one who connects heaven, people, and 
earth, represented by the three horizontal lines. 

Another way to remember is to know that ⼗十 

means ten; it also looks like a cross. 

Combining ⼗十 and ⼀一 makes another 

character, ⼟土, that means earth. Some say it 

suggests a cross on a hill. So the bottom line is 
13



earth, the top line heaven, and the cross 
connects the two; that’s the king. One more 

way to remember is that ⼗十 looks like the plus 

sign. So king (王) is the top line, representing 

heaven, plus the bottom line, representing 
earth.

17) 呈 (chéng, pronounced chuhng) 

present, show, appear, petition

You can remember 呈 by breaking it down 

to mouth (⼝口) and king (王) as one of its 

original meanings is presenting, specifically 
from people in a lower position to someone 
who is higher. So imagine you present, by 
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speaking (⼝口), to the king (王). Note that in 

Taiwan and Hong Kong the bottom part of 

呈, the 王 part, looks more like 壬; the top 

stroke is tilted and not parallel to the middle 
horizontal line. When you write the first 
stroke, the correct way to write it is from right 
to left, not from left to right. But the 2nd 

horizontal line is unlike in 壬 because it’s 

shorter than the bottom line, whereas in 壬 
the middle line is longer than the bottom line. 
In China, Japan, and Korea, the bottom part of 

呈 looks just like in 王 (king).
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18) ⼼心 (xīn, pronounced sseen) heart, 

bosom, center, core, feeling

⼼心 is a pictograph in the shape of a heart. 

You can probably think of the three dots as 
drops of blood. It’s also a Chinese radical. 

When you see a Chinese character with ⼼心 in 

it, you can guess that it has something to do 
with the heart or feeling. It has another form as 

a radical, always on the left side, that is ⺖忄.

19) 怪 (guài, pronounced gwie) strange, 

odd, monster
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Yesterday we showed you that ⺖忄 is the 

radical form of ⼼心, meaning heart. ⼜又 means 

again or also but its original meaning was right 

hand. We also learned before that ⼟土, a cross 

(⼗十) on top of a line (⼀一) means earth. 

Combining ⼜又 (hand) and ⼟土 (earth) 

becomes 圣 that can be one who digs or is 

devoted to earth. I’m making this up, but I 
picture Frankenstein, the strange, twisted, and 

weird (怪) character, wants to (heart ⼼心) dig 

(hand, ⼜又) a fresh grave (the earth ⼟土). So 怪 
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(weirdo, monster) = ⺖忄 (heart) + ⼜又 (hand) + 

⼟土 (earth).

20) 聖 (shèng, pronounced shuhng) holy, 

sacred, saint, sage

I’ve shown you 耳 is a pictograph in the 

shape of an ear. 呈 is mouth (⼝口) and king 

(王), meaning presenting to the king. So the 

holy person or the saint (聖) hears (耳) and 

speaks (⼝口) to the king (王). Or the holy 

person listens and is presentable to the king. Or 
think of John 3:8—The wind blows where it 

wishes, and you hear (耳) the sound (⼝口) of it, 
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but cannot tell where it comes from and where 
it goes. So is everyone who is born of the Spirit 

(聖靈 Holy Spirit). The simplified Chinese 

character for some reason made 聖 to be 圣. I 

don’t think hand (⼜又) on the dirt (⼟土) relates 

to holy or sacred as well as the traditional 
character. Maybe a stretch can be that we were 

made (⼜又) from dust (⼟土). However, I’m a 

little troubled by the fact that 圣 actually 

appears to be a heartless monster: 圣 (the 

simplified character for 聖, holy, sacred, saint) 

= 怪 (monster, weirdo) without ⺖忄 (heart)!
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How can it be? 3 days after Double Ninth 
(9/9) is Double Tenth (10/10)

DOUBLE NINTH AND DOUBLE 
TENTH
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The Chinese Double Ninth Festival is held 
on the ninth month on the ninth day of the 
Chinese lunar calendar. It fell on 10/7 this year 
(2019). Double Tenth Day is the National Day 
of the Republic of China (Taiwan), and it’s 
10/10 on the regular calendar. Thus Double 
Ninth and Double Tenth were only 3 days 
apart, if we compare apples to oranges, or lunar 
to solar.
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Some martial arts organizations in Asia award 
students wallet-size laminated paper rank or 
dan ID cards. We can do even better at Good 

AWARD YOUR BLACK BELTS A 
MINI CERTIFICATE
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Characters! How about awarding your black 
belts a personalized laser-etched metal black 
belt card? It is durable, impressive, and 
remarkable (worthy of being remarked upon). 
Giving them a big certificate they can hang on 
the wall is nice, and so is a wallet-size metal card 
they can carry. The card will constantly 
motivate them and serve as a reminder of their 
effort, their art, and your school as well. Of 
course, the idea is not limited to black belts; 
we’d love to make them for any rank and any 
dan. 
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Have you heard of an invisible UV stamp? 
Check out our information page (https://
shop.goodcharacters.com/collections/

INVISIBLE
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certificatestamps/products/certificate-stamp). 
It’s an extra layer of security or “cool factor” for 
your documents and certificates. Use your 
personal signature, stamp, embossing mark, 
and this UV stamp to leave a memorable 
impression that put you on top of people’s 
mind. What’s invisible is unforgettable.
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Most stamp makers use a larger laser lens to 
increase the production speed in order to keep 
the cost low. The downside is that stamps are 

MORE DETAILS MORE SECURE
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not the highest resolution. We invest in extra 
precision lens to make your stamps the highest 
resolution possible. Thus you can have a stamp 
that leaves super fine impressions that are 
practically impossible to forge. More details. 
More secure.
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We offer Chinese tagline creation service as 
well as naming. The process and the cost is 
similar to naming. It can be done in parallel to 

TAGLINE & NAMING REPORTS
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naming but more often it is done right after the 
name is determined because the name can 
sometimes affect the choice of best characters 
to match the tagline with the name. 

Our naming reports are most thorough. 
You’ll find them not only great for making a 
decision about the best version of company’s 
Chinese name, but also useful as references 
that contain names that can be used for 
potential defensive trademark registration if 
your legal team determines this to be necessary. 
Characters, words, phrases, and concepts 
explored can also be references for the 
direction for future Chinese versions of your 
product or service names. What we offer is 
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thoughtful, and your team and legal team will 
appreciate the thoughtfulness.
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 Last year we announced the Chinese 

Character of the Year 2018 for America as  
戰 (zhàn) (https://

CHARACTER OF THE YEAR
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service.goodcharacters.com/daily/character-
of-the-year-2018.html). It’s now nine months 
into the year 2019. If you had to personally 
pick a word describing the year using English, 
Spanish, French, Chinese, or whatever, what 
would it be? 
The Chinese Character of the Year 2017 for 

America was 狂 (kuáng) (https://

service.goodcharacters.com/daily/character-
of-the-year-2017.html).
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Our latest info deck can be downloaded when 
you click or tap on the first box: “Brand Names 
for China, Taiwan, & Hong Kong.”

OUR LATEST INFO DECK
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Do you have comments or ideas about these? 
Contact us!

COMMENTS OR IDEAS
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